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Abstract
The remains of an individual from grave 595 of the Merovingian cemetery at Mannheim-Seckenheim,
excavated between 2001 and 2004, displays extreme deposits of dental calculus. The 1st and 2nd
upper right molars of the male aged 50+ were the most affected and almost completely encased by
the deposits. The substantial calculus accumulation might be ascribed to the antemortem loss of the
occluding teeth which would have rendered normal mastication impossible. Invasive tests to analyse
the formation and element composition of the deposits might indicate endogenous factors to be the
cause for this oral dysfunction.

Aside from the calculus severe dental caries, abrasion, and

periodontal disease (particularly periapical defects) were observed. Although there are similar
instances of considerable dental calculus in archaeological human remains, this individual is an
exceptional case within the Mannheim-Seckenheim assemblage.
Keywords: Dental Calculus; Oral Pathology; Early Medieval

Introduction
Calculus is mineralized plaque adhering to tooth surfaces (1-3). Cement-like in hardness, calculus
deposits can be found above (supragingival) and below (subgingival) the gum line (3). Subgingival
calculus seems to be correlated with loss of attachment and periodontitis (1, 3-4). Calculus is
composed of an inorganic and an organic component; the former comprises 80-85% of the mass and
consists mainly of calcium and phosphorus similar to hydroxyapatite (HAP), the main component of
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enamel and bone (1, 3, 5). Aside from HAP other phosphate salts, such as whitelockite, octocalcium
phosphate (OCP) or dicalcium phosphate dihydrate (DCPD), can be found in calculus deposits (1, 3,
6). The organic constituent consists of carbohydrates, amino-acids, peptides, proteins, and lipids.
Calculus deposits are usually covered by a non-mineralized plaque (1, 6). This layer of plaque is
comprised of bacteria and an extra-cellular matrix. Common bacteria found in this plaque are
Streptococci and Actinomycetes (6).
The process of calculus formation starts with the deposition of the pellicle, an organic layer, on the
tooth surfaces. Microorganisms, especially bacteria, colonize the pellicle and form the dental plaque
(1, 6). These bacteria are embedded in a matrix made up of proteins and products of the bacteria.
During the mineralization process, calcium phosphate crystals, originating from saliva and crevicular
fluids, are deposited into the plaque matrix. Prerequisite for the precipitation is a supersaturation of
calcium phosphate crystals in the plaque fluid (3).
A few factors, such as the concentrations of mineral ions in the saliva (7) or those of silicones in the
diet (8) influence the formation of calculus. Due to the influence of these factors in the formation
process, the chemical composition of calculus is highly variable (3).
As the mineral salts making up the calculus deposit originate mainly from the saliva, the areas close to
the excretory ducts of the salivary glands (the lingual surfaces of mandibular anterior teeth and the
buccal surfaces of the maxillary molars) are increasingly affected by calculus (9).

Materials and methods
The burial site of Bösfeld is situated in the Rhine Neckar Triangle in Seckenheim, a district of the city
of Mannheim (see Figure 1). The cemetery was in use from the early 6th to the late 8th century. Over
the time, more than 900 people were interred in Bösfeld (10-11). The cemetery is probably associated
with the nearby village Hermsheim (10). Hermsheim represents one of the settlements that were
founded in the course of Frankish expansionism into regions east of the Rhine. The village
disappeared during the early 13th century and was rediscovered in 1933/34 and excavated under the
supervision of Hermann Gropengießer (13). The cemetery of Bösfeld was initially discovered in
1906/07 although the main excavation took place between 2001 and 2004 by the Reiss-EngelhornMuseen.
The individual examined for this study comes from grave 595 and displays considerable deposits of
dental calculus. Both mandibular and maxillary dentitions were available for examination. Using
standard aging and sexing methods (14-16) remains were identified to be those of a male at least 50
years old at the time of death.
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Description
The maxillary and mandibular dentitions were examined by means of macroscopic and radiographic
methods. In total nine teeth were recovered and could be examined. The dentition consists of the
complete right maxillary arch and both left mandibular premolars. The rest of the mandibular dentition
was lost due to antemortem tooth loss (AMTL) while some of the teeth of the left maxillary arch were
lost antemortem and others postmortem (PMTL, see Figures 2 and 3). Dental calculus is present in
varying degrees on all maxillary teeth while the two mandibular teeth are free of such deposits. Teeth
16 and 17 exhibit particularly large accumulations, almost dwarfing the teeth themselves (see Figures
3 A and 4), although that on 17 was damaged postmortem. Buccal (and partly occlusal) surfaces are
those most affected on these two teeth.
The corresponding teeth of the mandible were lost antemortem so that a reduction of calculus due to
masticatory processes did not occur. The calculus deposits are mostly supragingival but small
subgingival accretions are apparent on 13, 14, and 16. The surface of the calculus is porous but there
are areas with smooth surfaces interdentally. The largest deposit is located on tooth 16 and its buccal
surface possesses a convex curvature which seems to mirror the inside of the cheek. This
accumulation is 24.33 mm high x 23.37 mm wide x 12.38 mm deep.
All teeth display moderate to severe wear. That of tooth 16 is severe with complete loss of the lingual
crown. Periodontal disease in the forms of alveolar resorption and profound guttering is apparent on
both jaws (see Table 1). In teeth 16 and 17 the distance between the cemento-enamel junction (CEJ)
and alveolar crest is increased due to considerable alveolar resorption. The tooth sockets are almost
completely compromised due to periodontal disease so that the teeth were held in place mostly by the
gingiva and possibly the calculus itself.
Periapical lesions are present on five of the sites where teeth were lost antemortem (see Table 1). An
especially large defect is present at position 36 (see Figure 5). Of the nine remaining teeth, caries are
only present on one. The crown of 15 is completely destroyed by caries and the pulp chamber is
exposed (see Figure 3 A). This led to an infiltration of bacteria into the pulp chamber and ultimately to
the formation of a periapical lesion in the surrounding bone. The remaining teeth are not affected by
caries, although especially in teeth 16 and 17 the calculus deposits prevent an examination of some of
the tooth surfaces.

Discussion
The combination of all these observed pathologies (calculus, caries, periodontal disease and AMTL)
indicate poor oral health of the individual from grave 595. The insufficient bony support of teeth 16 and
17, formation of calculus even on their occlusal surfaces, and absence of occlusal dentition indicate
that the teeth were not used for mastication for some time before death.
Dietary composition is one factor in the formation of calculus but not the predominant one. Oral
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microorganisms mainly obtain their nutrients from the oral fluids and not from the diet that periodically
passes the oral cavity (1-2). Still, diet does indirectly affect the oral pH. An increased protein intake
leads to an elevated blood urea level which indirectly results in increased oral fluid urea levels. Oral
microorganisms metabolize urea thus increasing alkalinity. These alkaline conditions in turn promote
further calculus formation. Therefore diets high in protein can encourage calculus formation (1). Aside
from diet many factors like individual variation of phosphate/calcium levels in saliva, salivary flow rate,
fluid consumption, and mechanical properties of diet also influence calculus formation (1,2, 17).

Conclusions
The individual’s inability to masticate made normal consumption of food difficult if not impossible. This
suggests that the consistency of the individual’s diet was probably paste-like or even liquid. The lack of
mastication then led to the accretion of more and more calculus. Poor oral hygiene contributed to the
heavy calculus formation. The accumulation of calculus deposits this size may have taken years to
form with the individual likely being care-dependent.
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Table 1. distribution of dental pathologies with CAL: calculus, PER: periodontal disease, and PL:
periapical lesion; +: present, -: absent

Figure 1 map showing Rhine-Main-Neckar region, orange dot: location of Bösfeld cemetery, modified
after (12)
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Figure 2 remaining teeth of grave 595 with teeth present, teeth lost intra vivam and teeth lost
postmortem, numbering per the FDI system

Figure 3 A occlusal view of maxillae, framing: severe calculus accumulation on 16 and 17. B. occlusal
view of the mandible
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Figure 4 calculus deposits on tooth 16. A: mesial view, B: distal view, C: buccal view

Figure 5 radiograph of anterior mandible, framing: periapical lesion, arrows: alveolar resorption and
guttering
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